HOLIDAY HOME WORK
CLASS VIII
HINDI

ENGLISH
1. Read your supplementary book and write the story analysis in the copy as per the format
given below:
 Give a proverb title to the story
 Reason for the choice of the proverb
 Characters
 Setting
 Description of the problem
 Inner traits—causing the problems and leading to the solution
 Description of the solution
 End
2. Research information about your sub-topic and make report writing in the form of
 Story
 Picture strip
 Autobiography
 Interview
 Poem
 Poster
 Formal letter
3. Read the chapter ‘The silver lining’ and prepare for the group discussion on the theme of
the chapter. Also do the exercise ‘working with the words’ given in the book.
MATH
Download Worksheets
SCIENCE
Practice sheet based on “force” and “crop production”
1.

An archer stretches her bow while taking aim at the target. She then releases the arrow,
which begins to move the target. Based on this information, complete the following:

(a) To stretch the bow, the archer applies a force that causes a change in its ……………..
(b) Which force is applied by the archer to stretch the bow?
(c) Which force is responsible for a change in the state of motion of an arrow?
(d) While the arrow moves towards its target, the forces acting on it are due to ……….
And that due to……… in air.
2. An inflated balloon was pressed against a wall after it has been rubbed with a piece of
synthetic cloth. It was found that the balloon stick to the wall. What force might be
responsible for the attraction between the balloon and the wall?
3. A blacksmith hammer a hot piece of iron while making a tool. How the force due to
hammering affect the piece of iron?
4. Calculate the weight of your body.
5. Observe the growth of gram seeds in three nutritional conditions like normal soil, soil
with manure , soil with fertilizer for a month and observe it. Write your observation in the
format discussed in the class on project paper. Prepare a report of the same.
6. Do research work on your integrated project topic.

HISTORY: 1.Prepare a biographical detail of the former President Dr A P J Abdul Kalam
.Write his achievements and vision.You may take help from Library,reference books and
internet.
2.Do the research work on project subtopics and compile it group wise.
3.Find out the history of Faizabad under the following headings-RULERS(Min 5 ),Places and
land mark before Independence .You may take help from your grandparents, reference books and
library.
GEOGRAPHY:
1- LPG gas and electricity is being used in your home in different ways. Suggest some ways
(by discussing with your parents) to save LPG gas and electricity.
2- Make a list of the things that you see in your home and at school, classify them on the
basis of their origin, development, renewability and distribution.
3- Design a poster for your classroom display board to spread awareness on the need of
conservation of our natural resources. .
4- Study the map showing land use pattern in India, on page 120, then on a political outline
map of India, show

The areas of arable land with yellow color



The land under forests with green color.

COMPUTER
1. Create a power point presentation on the Research work of your Integrated Project Sub
Topic.
2. Write down the html code for the page given below:

ART & CRAFTS:
1. Make two birthday card without any matter
2. Complete first class assignment.
G.K.
Read newspaper daily. Watch T.V. news

